1. INSTALL 6'-11'-12" FLOOR MOUNTED DEVICES WITH 1" EXT BACK TO 6'-6" X 12'-6" W/2X4 BOX EXTREME DETECTORS.
2. INSTALL 4'-1'-2" DEVIATION BOX ON OPENED ATTACHED TO THE FLOOR SUPPORTS FOR SMOKE DETECTORS, 2'-6'-6" X 2'-6'-6" DETECTORS.
3. INSTALL ALTERNATE PHOTO AND COALITION DETECTORS IN BASE.
4. FIRE ALARM OUTPUT TO SMOKE DETECTOR AUXILIARY TO BE INSTALLED ON
   50B -1-2-3-4.

LEGEND
- SMOKE DETECTOR (ZONE A, FLOOR)
- SMOKE DETECTOR (ZONE B, FLOOR)
- "F" X "F" FLOOR BOX
- "F" X "F" FLOOR BOX
- RETURN AIR VENT

GENERAL NOTES

50B MODIFICATIONS
FIRST FLOOR SUPERCOMPUTER RM
1275 FIRE ALARM FLOOR PLAN
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